Belarus

Postcode

Postcode type and position
6 digits to the left of the locality name.

Coding method

2 2 0 0 5 0

Position of the address on the envelope
Bottom right-hand corner

Alignment of address lines
Left-aligned

Address format
– Ordering of lines in address from specific to general (from top to bottom);
– Addressee's name and function placed after company name;
– Thoroughfare number placed after thoroughfare name;
– Comma used between thoroughfare name and number;
– Postcode placed before locality name;
– Postcode is numerical.

Examples

Urban address:
Svistunovu Ivanu Ivanovichu
pr-t Mašerova, d.1, kv.12
220005, g. Minsk
REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

Organization
ZAO "Kalinka"
pr-t Mira, d.28
223709, g. Soligorsk
Minskaya obl.
REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

Rural address:
Svistunovu Ivanu Ivanovichu
ul. Miroshhichenko, d.1, kv.2
222615, ag. Snov
Nesvizhskogo r-na
Minskoy obl.
REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
Belarus (cont.)

Examples (cont.)

with village:

Svistunovu Ivanu Ivanovichu

address

d. Prosti, d.318

locality + premises

222612, p/o Ostrovki

postcode + post office

Nesvizhskogo r-na

sub-province

Minskoy obl.

country

Postal Delivery:

PO Box:

Yermakovoy Yelene Sergeyevne

addressee

a/ya 140

PO Box

220119, g. Minsk

postcode + locality

country

REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

country

Poste Restante:

Kazakovoy Yelene Vladimirovne

addressee

Do vostrebovaniya

poste restante

221032, g. Brest

postcode + locality

country

REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

country

Glossary

Local name in Russian | Abbrev | Local Name in English
--- | --- | ---
Oblast | obl. | Province
Rayon | r-na | Sub-province
Gorod | g. | Town
Ulica | ul. | Street
Prospekt | pr-t | Avenue
Doma | d. | Street no.
Korpus | k. | Building
Kvartira | kv. | Door
Abonentskiy yashchik | a/ya. | PO Box
Do vostrebovaniya | poste restante | Poste restante

Contact

RUE "Belpochta"
Avenue Nezalezhnosti, 10
220050 MINSK–50
REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

Tel: (+375 17) 222 46 97
Fax: (+375 17) 226 11 70
E-mail: glavnmp@belpost.by

Website

www.belpost.by
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